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Towards the close of the decade of 1950s, the attempts in 
abstraction on the part of Indian artists were actually heroic choices . 
Abstraction during the 1960s in India was therefore a significant 
revolutionalry aspiration which -has not been fully documented. It is a 
miserable - shortcoming on the part of Indian critics writing on 
conte-mporary Indian art. There are several factors which cannot be 
ignored concerning abstraction in India. Firstly the understanding of 
modern art felt in India during the forties and fifties was strongly in 
favour of avoiding the subject matter and the imitation of the 
traditional styles, even though both the traditional art forms and their 
thematic range was much appreciated. It is note worthy that the two 
European art critics living and writing on modern art in India during 
1940s and 1950s, Charles Fabri in Lahore and Delhi and Rudy van 
Leiden in Bombay, had been ardent admirers of Indian miniature 
paintings and sculptural monuments for their pictorial and sculptural 
values . That it was a revolutionary step to consider painting and 
sculpture as autonomous languages of creative- expression of the 
individual artists, was the essence of modernity, which guided much of 
the activity of the older and younger generation of artists at that 
period . 

The first generation of European abstract painters, viz., 
Kandinsky (c. 1915) and Mondrian (c. 1920), had argued in 
philosophical and spiritual terms, that the aim of painting should be to 
represent not the reality of the natural world but some higher reality. 
The American Abstract-Expressionists (during 1940s) widened the 
thinking about abstraction in which inspiration from nature once again 
was given du e place as well as the Chinese and Ja.panese kind of 
calligraphic. schematic and ye t free brush-work. This kind of thinking 
had also filtered into so me of our mind s in India during the late 
ninet ee n fifties . 



Although a massive exhibition of the great phase of American 
Abstract Expressionism was held in Delhi during 1968 called the T\YO 
Decades of American Art, we must realize the state of abstraction in 
India before and after this event. Indian abstraction until then was a 
gradual but serious development among certain artists as personal quest 
and conviction. Those who were new converts to abstraction after this · 
event have to be noted not as significant innovators in comparison with 
those who arrived at abstraction before this event. This event further 
caused rethinking among many artists regarding abstraction as a 
creative goal. Hence , some artists stayed at the brink, or within an 
'in-between' quality in their painting styles . Some artists thoug.M·- that 
Indian abstraction must have symbolic aspects derived from India's 
deep philosophical thinking, which led to the neo-Tantric school as a 
special form of Indian abstraction which I would like to call the second 

_phase of abstraction dominant during the 1970's. With the exception 
of this special kind of abstraction, - the post-1968 abstraction is 
decisively derivative . Therefore the pre-1968 phase of -the abstract 
movement in India has more significance and needs to be properly 
documented. However, it is also a historical fact of Indian modern art, 
that since abstraction had reached its hey day by the end of 1960s, the 
reconsideration about the purpose of painting generated a renewed 
interest in figuration, as it had done in the U.S.A. under the impact of 
Pop art. The 'return to figure' movement took an obsessively anti
abstraction attitude whose campaign in favour of figurative subject
matter resulted in the down grading of abstraction . Hence the early 
heroic efforts towards abstraction have gone into oblivion and their 
value has been trivialized . Thus today no one would particularly like 
to clai~ to have been one of the earliest abstract artists, although 
currently Gaitonde and to some extent, Ramkumar, are considered to 
be early converts to abstraction, who seem to have consistently 
remained involved with it. 

Abstraction in Baroda is linked with the mam stress of the 
educational aim at the Facult y of Fine Arts, of understanding the aspect 
of pictorial values (and its counterpart in sculpture i.e . sculptural 
values) and the structure as can be constructed by the appropriate use 
of materials, pigments, colours, where the imagery as artists' 
expression, was essentially the shapes, forms, colour-schemes, and at 
times essentially the configuration of lines. This approach led to a 
broad interest in the Cubistic devices during the mid 1950s. and 
subsequently it was this experience which showed the log ical direction 
towards abstraction. It mu s t be remembered that thi s frame of mind 
enabled to develop a di sc iplin e of being le ss attached to th e s ubject
matter than the aspect of ho w it is to be represented with th e pictorial 



language . N .S . Be11dre , who had lndianised the C ubi s tic language 
d uri 11 g th e m i d an d I ate n i net e e n fi ft i e s began to ex pe ri me n t with non
representational shapes of colour or to explore the spontaneous effect s 
of drip paint , which he demonstrated to us y oung student s among who·m 
I was a witness . Thi s was between the y ears of 1958 and 1959, soon 
after the establi s hment of the first Baroda Group of Arti s t s. 

In around 1958 , Jyoti Bhatt turned to abstraction through his 
Cubistic 'still-life ' paintings . He was interested in thick texture pasted 
conspicuously in lumps on boards , dispensing with oil paints and paint 
brushes . Shanti Dave took up abstraction also inte rested in thick 
textural effects obtained through layers of oil pigments , which he 
developed during the nineteen sixties . I , Ratan Parimo<l; had been 
dealing with colour blobs in my linear paintings delineating multi__ 
viewpoint perpectival space , between the years 1956 and 1959', as my 
answer to the Cubistic language used by others in Baroda at that time . 
The understanding was that the painting was like a wall through which 
holes are not to be punctured with the devices of the perspective 

- formula . 

During the take off year 1959-60, the freely applied colour blobs 
were now organized by me in a latent structure usin g impasto and 
palette knife . I discovered the use of encaustic , a bees wax mixture as 
binding medium for colour pigments . This enabled to build impasto 
surface , to create both transparent and opaque effects facilitated by the 
smooth running of the palette knife or spatula on the canvas surface . 
The subtle colour nuances, th e range of textures , the direction and the 
width of the stroke of the palette knife, were all carefully interwoven 
to form a latent pictorial architectonic structure . A consciously 
accompanying factor was of colour harmonies , at times like single 
colour symphonies (as in the w orks of Whistler ) . At that time I 
had only heard of the Bombay based painter , Gaitonde , graduall y 
turning to abstraction , who later claimed to be influenced by Zen 
thought (the Japanese term for ' dhyana ' ). In 1959,- I also remember 
Ambadas had been announcin g in Bombay's Jahangir Art Gallery 
himself to be the fir s t abstract painter. 

My first abstractions we re shown in the 1959 ex hibition of the 
Baroda Group of Arti s ts at Bo mbay . I had already turn ed to abstract 
expressioni s t mode of abstracti o n when I reached London by the end of 
1960 . It wa s onl y th e n th a t! di sc overed dir e ctl y th e A m e ri c an abstra c t 
pa inter s of thi s mod e . A full ra nge of m y abstra c t wo rk s w as shown in 
B o m ba y i n I 9 6 4 , a I o n g \ V i t h 8 p u b I i s h e d rn a 11 i f est o . By t h e t i m e I h ad 
th e se cond show a t De lhi in 1966 . I had be e n free in g my se lf from th e 
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discipline of structure and impasto, which could be substituted by 
using liquid paint and broad brush strokes on a tinted ground layer . 
The painting had to be completed quickly in a moment of high degr~e 
of r~1ental concentration, achieving_an effect of definite equilibrium. 
Metallic colours with a sheen, like gold and silver, also fascinated me . 
In this second phase the colour became subordinated to the gestural 
spontaneity and accidental shapes. 

My abstractions have a kind of purity in them but no half way 
aspects unlike the landscape-based paintings that Ramkumar, Akbar 
Pdamsee and S.H. Raza did through the nineteen seventies . Their 
paintings could be landscapes which also happen to be abstractions. or~· 
vice-versa, with landscape serving as the 'onlooker acceptability' 
factor. Padamsee liked viewers to see a spiritual element in them, 
using the title 'metascapes'., where as H. S. Raza in Paris eventually 
arrived at compositions of geometric shapes which were supposed to 
have symbolic meaning in terms of Tantric thought. However, the 

- persuit of pictorial abstraction is such where the visual language is at 
its elemental, while at the same time the on looker's responses will be 
at several levels unlike how the abstract painter may like his paintings 
to be seen. My involvement has been with what experience and 
challenge abstraction can give me in exerting my own creative 
potential and how pictorial values can reflect the creativity and 
ingenuity that my abilities could muster, while concretizing the 
emergent mood. -

I had my own preferences of colour relationships , in 
fact I had attempted to discover what could be called the 
Indian sensibility of colour, like magenta, brown and blue; or 
red, orange and gold. Moreover, I preferred analogous 
harmonies rather than complementary or contrasting 
harmonies. Thus I did not follow whole hog the new western 
colour theory of complementary pairs of contrasting colours 
based on modern physics. In this sense I partly agreed 
with Matisse's view of characteristics of mass and tensions 
by virtue of hue and weight differences of co lours. Also 
partly Kandinsky's theorizing interested me, viz. the notion 
of 'force-lines' generated by the direction of brush strokes 
and contours of shapes in a kind of musical structure. I was 
not interested in the geometrical shapes and all too obvious 
rigid structure. My stress was to explore new arrangements 
and relationships of colours, shapes, textures , force lines in 
both the phases of my abstraction. 

The crises of abstraction had also effected me by 1970 , 
and the crisis of mine should be considered as part of the 
renewed interest in the problem of figuration , when I set up 
my own agenda for the representational language. 
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